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New
FUSA
Committee
Aimed at
Campus
Issues
Christina Hennessy
News Editor
A new developmental committee comprised of student representatives from the various constituencies of the University community is currently being set up by
FUSA to examine to the long-range
issues directly effecting students.
"There's no reason why students can't take an active role in
improving all dimensions of the
University," said Craig Haba,
FUSA vice president of Student
Life.
Currently in the process of
appointing representatives, Haba
said he is looking for students who
"want to take a more active role in
the University community as a
whole."
Representatives from all
areas on campus, such as Resident
Advisors, IRHG members, commuters, athletes, and beach and
townhouse residents will be appointed in order to "pull together
so improvement can be made in all
areas," according to Haba.
The student committee will
work with the University's longrange Planning Committee to the
President and Board of Trustees,
comprised of faculty , administration and two student representatives.
Liz McGrath and Brian
Hayes are the two student represenatives chosen by Haba to serve
on the planning committee. They
will also act as liasons to the developmental committee.
"I hope I'll be able to give
my perspective as a student and
achieve something beneficial for
the whole University community,"
said McGrath.
"The members were very
receptive to the student input at the
first meeting, and I think the fact
Brian and I will also report to the
student committee will keep the
lines of communication open, "
added McGrath.
Besides attempting to improve the events that will affect the
students this year, the developmental committee members will also
be affecting policy that will be
important in year's to come.
For Haba, one immediate
area of concern is the Campus
Center, which he feels is being
underutilized.
"Hopefully, the Campus
Center can become a central area
for the clubs to operate and to
interact with other clubs.
"We don't know what's
going to come after," added Haba,
"this opens up the possibility of
increased attention to students directly improving those areas that
concern them."
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Students Robbed At Gunpoint
AnnMarie Puckhaber
Editor-in-Chief
Three freshmen were robbed
at gunpoint Friday night walking
across Campion Field on their way
to Dolan Campus.
Jason Masure, a resident of
Regis, was walking Letty Kluttz
and Jackie Conway, both residents of Dolan Campus, back to
their rooms at 11:30 p.m. when
they were approached by three
males who ordered them to hand
over their money and jewelry.

"These three guys were just
suddenly there and one had an
automatic (weapon)," Kluttz said.
"One ripped the chain right off
Jason's neck."
The assailants stole a 14karat-gold chain from Masure and
a leather bracelet from Kluttz.
Kluttz said she was wearing other
jewelry, but was able to slip it into
her pocket unnoticed.
"We started backing away
and one of them said if you don't
stop I 'm going to shoot you," Kluttz
said. The assailants then began

walking away and "we just started
running in the other direction," she
said.
The victims went immediately to Security and the Fairfield
Police Department was called to
the scene. The three students spent
all day Saturday at the police department looking at mug shots, but
did not make any positive identifications, Kluttz said.
"I'm scared to walk across
campus at night or even at dusk,"
Kluttz said. Since the incident,
Kluttz and Conway have called

Security for an escort when walking home at night. "We want lights
put in," she added.
The Office of Student Residences and Security have issued
an alert to staff members and resident students regarding the robbery.
"There is no record of any
previous armed robbery on campus," said Murray Farber, director
of Public Relations.
The incident is under the
investigation of the Fairfield Police Department.

Beach Residents Vent Gripes
To Town Officials

Christina Hennessy
News Editor

The officers of the Fairfield
University Beach Association
(FUBA) pulled together off-campus boarders in a meeting Tuesday
entitled "State of the Beach", in an
effort to give the residents a sounding board for their concerns.
"The general consent down
at the beach is that the students
keep getting harassed here from
every side," said Janet Clark,
FUBA president.
"The student beach residents
are right in the middle and we (the
officers) felt we had to open the
lines of communication between
the year-round residents and the
students," she added.
Jackie Durrell, Fairfield's
first selectperson; William Mockalis, the chief of police for Fairfield,
and William P. Schimpf, vice president of Student Services fielded
questions from the sparsely attended group.
Durrell started off the meeting stating "every year for the past
seven to ten years there have been
problems with the students down
at the beach."
She attributed the problem to
the people who have bought the
beach houses for year round dwell-

ings, therefore "changing the
complexion of the beach community."
Although the relationship
between the year-round residents
and the off-campus boarders was a
major concern, the audience focused its comments on being unaware of the rights of the Fairfield
police force.
"There have been twentyfour arrests at the beach since the
beginning of school, with fourteen
of those University students," said
Schimpf.
Most of the arrests dealt with
disturbances of the peace and littering, according to Schimpf.
Some students, however,
raised the point that police have
entered their homes at times during which there is a small number
of people.
According to one audience
member, a policeman entered a
home at which less than 25 people
were watching a movie. The policeman then allegedly told the
students to move out of the house.
Mockalis acknowledged the
problem and proposed that "a
committee comprised of beach
residents and my staff get together
and sit down and listen to both
sides."
"With a dialogue between the

Members of the audience question town and school officials after the
meeting.
both groups everybody can feel
they are being heard," he added.
Clark suggested the implementation of a booklet outlining the
rights of both the police and the
students.
"Hopefully, by the end of it
all the students will know what we
can and cannot do and the police
will know what they can and cannot do."
Schimpf cautioned the audi-

ence to use common sense and
take any complaints down to the
station the day after the incident
has occurred.
Schimpf also stated that the
students "have to use some good
judgements as to when to have
parties at your houses.
Rev. W. Laurence O'Neil,
S.J., dean of students, questioned

continued on p. 3

Convocation Honors Members of Jesuit Community
Emily Okenquist
Staff Writer
Fairfield University joins
every other Jesuit institution around
the world today in celebrating the
Opening of the Ignatian Year.
The canceling of afternoon
classes, a noon Mass of the Holy
Spirit, a barbecue for the University community, and an academic
convocation mark the beginning
of the celebration of the 450 anniversary of the founding of the Society of Jesus.
"This is a very special occasion, a once in a lifetime event,"
said Mary Frances Malone, the
assistant academic vice president
and the chairman of the Honorary
Degree Committee. "It's very significant to cancel classes and invite all of the students to take part
in this."
The Convocation will take
place this afternoon at 3 p.m. in the

Regina A. Quick Center, at which
Doctorates of Humane Letters,
"honoris causa", will be awarded
to Thomas C. Cornell, Rev. Howard J. Gray, S.J. and Dr. Monika
Hellwig.
Cornell, a 1956 Fairfield
graduate, is the Director of Soup
Kitchens for the Waterbury Area
Council of Churches. He has been
concerned with social justice issues and has cared for the poor his
whole life.
"He's a natural for the award
because of the service he has given
to others in need," said Malone.
Fr. Gray, the Director of
Tertians, Detroit Province, "has
had a profound effect on numerous
members of the Society of Jesus by
reaching out to everyone," said
Malone.
As director, he is in charge of
a program involving a final year of
spiritual studies, which all Jesuits
undertake prior to their pronounc-

ing final vows in the Society of
Jesus.
During his 29 years as a Jesuit, he has also been involved in
retreat work and spiritual renewal.
Hellwig, a professor of theology at GeorgetowrUniversity, is
the single mother of three adopted
children and has done a great deal
of social work.
Prominent in her field,
Hellwig received the John Courtney Murphy Medal for distinguished achievement in theology,
a major award from the Catholic
Theology Society of America.
"She embodies the true character of the Jesuits," Malone added.
At the ceremony, approximately 125 members of the faculty
will take part in a academic
processsion through the Quick
Center, and the Fairfield University Glee Club will perform, as
well. Fr. Gray will offer the Convocation address.

"It is customary for one of
those receiving a degree to give the
address," Malone said, "and it will
be a wonderful opportunity to hear
him speak."
The Honorary Degree Committee, comprised of faculty, students, and administration, selected
the honorary recipients after receiving 35 to 40 nominations.
Applications went out to all of the
faculty, members of the administration and students.
"We wanted one woman, one
Jesuit, and one layman," said
Malone. "We were very lucky to
find an alumnus."
"This major event is inclusive
of all women and men who show
the tradition of justice of the Society of Jesus," Malone added.
"We are celebrating those
people who best exemplify the
Ignatian ideal of academic excellence and working for others in
faith and justice."
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Fr. Frederick Kelly Passes Away
Rev. Frederick William
Kelly, S.J., manager of computer
networks and systems at the University, died Wednesday, Sept. 18,
at St. Vincent's Hospital in Bridgeport, after suffering a heart
attack almost three weeks ago. He
was 68 years old.
"He was a very compassionate man who was greatly loved and
respected by his colleagues and all
who were privileged to know him.
Although his work in the Computer Center was extremely demanding, he always managed to
make time for those who needed
him," said Rev. Aloysius P. Kelley,
S.J., president of Fairfield University.
Fr. Kelly came to Fairfield in
1970 after spending 12 years in
Iraq at the Jesuit institutions then
existing there, Baghdad College
and Al-Hikma University.
At Al-Hikma University, Fr.
Kelly served as a teacher before
being named dean of engineering
and then dean of the university.
Like other Jesuits who served in
Iraq, he continued undiminished
his friendship with the Iraqi people
and had just attended a reunion
with his former students in Chicago this July.
Fr. Kelly also taught computer courses at Fairfield, where
students praised his ability to make
programming understandable and

his willingness to help students
outside the classroom.
Fr. Kelly celebrated the 4:30
p.m. Mass daily in Loyola Chapel,
as well,and assisted in several area
parishes, including Assumption
Church in Fairfield.
He earned bachelor's and
master's degrees from Boston
College, licentiates in sacred theology and philosophy from Weston
College, and a bachelor's degree
in civil engineering from the Massachusetts Institute of Technology.
He also studied computer science

at the University of Rhode Island.
Born in Boston, Mass., the
son of Thomas Joseph Kelly and
Elizabeth Newton Kelly, Fr. Kelly
entered the Society of Jesus in 1942.
He was ordained a priest in 1955
by Richard Cardinal Cushing.
Father Kelly is survived by
two brothers, Joseph and Thomas,
both of Roslindale, Mass., and three
sisters, Rose Kelly, also of Roslindale, Elizabeth Wilson of West
Roxbury, and Teresa McGregor of
Stuart, Fla. He was predeceased
by another sister, Mary Kelly.

U. S. Grants University Award
for Physics Research
Emily Okenquist
Staff Writer
An award of $59,615 has
been given to Fairfield University
by the United States Department
of Energy for research by Dr.
David Winn, associate professor
of physics.
The grant will be used in
connection with the multi-billion
dollar Superconducting Super Collider currently being built in Ellis
County, Texas, and includes
$20,000 for the purchase of physics equipment for the University's
laboratory.
Over 200 physicists in the

United States, Europe, and Japan
are currently involved in research
for the Super Collider.
Dr. Winn, who has been working on this project for three years,
is now being assisted by physics
majors Daniel Wall, a junior, and
Kenneth Segall, a sophomore.
"They're doing a terrific job,"
Dr. Winn said. "We couldn't do
the research without them."
"With the Super Collider,
we can better understand what
matter really is," said Dr. Winn.
The SuperCollider will also
assist in research about the fundamental forms of matter, Winn said.
Scheduled to be completed

with the next decade, the Super
Collider will be 60 meters long and
20 meters high and wide. "It's like
a gigantic microscope," Dr. Winn
said of the Superconducting Super
Collider, "and will produce 20
times more energy than is now
available."
This piece of equipment will
have the ability to explore physical
laws which occurred when the
world was less than a millionth of
a billionth of a second old.
"The Superconducting Super
Collider is an important part of our
culture," Dr. Winn said.
"There's no telling what it
will lead to, he added."

Cheers to all of the alumni
who visited us this weekend... it's
nice to know they haven't forgotten us... and to all their words of
wisdom they bestowed on us about
the "read world"... boy, I can't
wait... to all those parties that made
our weekend such a blast... to the
Rock House, the Upper Deck, the
Dewdrop, the Dog House, the
Girl's Douplex, and the Big Pole...
to townhouses 13, 32, 37, 43, 53,
81, 103, 116, 122, and 126... to
doing things for other people though we'd want to do it anyway... to trips to Chicago and the
studly men that make them... Ha!
Ha!... to walking Freshmen back
totheirsinglesinJulie...Godknows
they need the protection... to the
buddy system...

ro

Boos to the outbreak of crime
on our campus... as if we needed
proof that Fairfield isn't as safe as
we might think... presto - an armed
robbery... to the cold and rainy
weather on Saturday... mother
nature really didn't want us to have
a good time...outside, anyway... to
pancakes that make good fly-swatters... to empty Sh-t House freezers due to univited Big Guests... to
breaking windows in Regis and to
the jerks that break them... there
are better things to do with your
time... to doors that are locked
during the day when they should
be open and open at night when
they should be locked...
what?...something's not right
here...

Blood Drive
Tuesday and Wednesday
October 2nd and 3rd
12:00pm —6:00pm
Oak Room
Sponsored by Circle K
in conjunction with
Connecticut Red Cross
Give blood and help save a life!

Attention All Hoop Fanatics!

Classifieds

Here's your chance to join the beginning of a new era,... "The Stag-Era!" The
1990-91 Stag Basketball Season is right around the corner!
We are looking for a first-rate student to become the team's MANAGER this
season and take on hard but exciting work and responsibilities.
You must be free for evening practices. You must be a good student and you
must have some basketball experience. For more information, contact Coach Turner
at the Basketball Office at ext. 2614.

Help Wanted: Small home-based marketing/editorial services company will train you and pay you in exchange for babysitting. Must be
available 11-5 one day and 6 other hours during the week. Marketing or English major preferred. Pitch-in attitude and checkable references essential. Excellent salary for right person. Call Amy Zipkin
at 226-7825 for further details.
Wanted: Travel/On-Campus Sales Representative - Outgoing, aggressive, self-motivated individuals or groups to market Winter and
Spring Break trips on campus. For more information contact Student
Travel Services 1-800-648-4849.
Travel Free!! Quality vacations to exotic destinations. The most affordable Spring Break packages to JAMAICA and CANCUN. Fastest way to free travel and $$$$. 1-800-426-7710.
Earn Money Typing from Home: Up to $500.00 a week possible.
Amazing recorded message reveals details. Call 24 hrs. 1-020-3103336 DEPT-8CTT.
Spring Break/ Christmas Break Tours Individuals or student organization needed to promote our Ski/Sun Tours. EARN MONEY
and FREE TRIPS to Cancun, Daytona, Vermont, Montreal. Call HILIFE 1-800-263-5604.
No Gimmicks- Extra Income Now! Envelope Stuffing - $600-$800
every week - Free Detail: SASE to Brooks International, Inc. PO Box
680084, Orlando, FL 32868.
ATTENTION: Clubs and Individuals. Trip organizers wanted for
fantastic Ski and Sun Tours. Earn cash commissions and/or go for
free. Call the #1 company in college travel, Moguls Ski and Sun
Tours, Inc., 1-800-666-4857.
We Need SELF-MOTIVATED Students - Earn up to $10/hr.
Market credit cards on campus. Flexible hours. OInly 10 positions
available. Call NOW 1-800-950-8472 Ext. 20.

Newsreel
Dr. Andrea Parrot, from Cornell University, will present a multimedia presentation entitled "Alco
hoi, Dating and Sex" on tonight at 7:30 p.m. in the Quick Center, to begin the Freshman Program series on
"Sexuality in the '90s".
Parrot is nationally known and, in addition to appearing in Time, Newsweek and USA Today, she has
been interviewed on many of the network talk shows.
The new book display in the Fairfield University Bookstore entitled "Fairfield Favorites" reflects a
collection of titles drawn up by full time faculty members in an effort to recommend the classics that are
not necessarily required reading.
The process of compiling a list of books.which began nearly a year ago, is close to completion. The
final product is a booklet, available to students and alumni, in which individual faculty members give a short
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Class of *94
Kicks Off
1990

Debra Deshong
Contributing Writer
The '93 class council, led
by chair Anne Black, set to work
plans and ideas for the upcoming
year in their first meeting last
Wednesday.
Future events include a class
mass in November and a possible
class trip to Montreal in November or sometime next semester.
Several socials are also planned
throughout the year.
Black proposed a class
excursion to a soup kitchen, as

well, stating "as a Jesuit school, we
should be helping others and not
just doing things for ourselves."
The class is looking into the
sale of class cups as a fundraiser
with future fundraisers still in the
planning stages.
Black will be concentrating
on having all meetings and events
well publicized in advance. In
addition, she encouraged all class
members to share their ideas for
future events.

Announcements:

Pianist/Guitarist Needed

Campus Ministry is looking for a pianist or guitarist to play for
the 11 a.m. Mass in Loyola Chapel on Sundays. A weekly stipend will
be offered for your services. Please contact Campus Ministry at ext.
2550 or stop by Loyola 10.

Soviet Native To Speak
Oleg Tumin, a native of Scherbinka, Soviet Union and an instuctor in Arabic languages at Patrice Lumumba People's Friendship
University in Moscow, will be giving a presentation entitled "The
Search for a New Russian Past" on Wednesday, October 3, from 4:00
to 5:30 PM in Bannow 254. The talk is being sponsored by the History
Club. His talk will focus upon current debates in the Soviet Union
regarding its heritage and culture. There will be ample opportunity
following his presentation to ask Mr. Tumin any questions regarding
Russia's past history or its contemporary political scene.
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"State of Beach" Meeting
continued from p. 1
Mockalis on the procedure of lodging complaints.
Mockalis stated that those
people recording complaints did
not have to reveal a name, and as a
result someone could call outside
of the beach area, lodge a complaint and the police would still be
required to answer the call.
"It appears that all students
are being categorized, and in a
sense one bad apple is ruining the
bunch," said Clark.
One of the chief concerns of
the town residents, according to

Durrell, is the possibility that more
than four unrelated people are living in one house
John Carlin, treasurer of the
Fairfield Beach Association, represented the year-round residents.
"The people who go beyond
the bounds of civil behavior are
causing the problems," he said.
"Most residents have a positive
feeling towards the students and
enjoy living down at the beach."
"The next step will be to
restore the dialogue between the
officers of FUBA and FBA."

Walter Camas, a senior and
beach resident added, "as long as
people talk with a clear head and
are rational things will get done."
"If we have respect for the
residents, then they must have
respect for us," Camas said.
Schimpf also encouraged the
beach residents to open the lines of
communication between their
neighbors by introductions and
exchange of numbers. "Consideration and communication between the two parties can alleviate
many of the problems," he said.

Crime Sweep Country's Campuses
CPS - While the murders of
five college students within three
days in Gainesville, Fla., the last
week of August were unusual,
crime watchers say murder is a
more common crime on campuses
nationwide than most people think.
Hard statistics are hard to
find, but crime observers say
they've been surprised by the results of several recent studies of
the problem.
"The rate of victimization is
higher than anyone had know,"
said Jan Sherrill of the Campus
Violence Prevention Center, based
at Maryland's Towson State University.
Though people have not been
studying the phenomenon for long,
some statistics seem to "show an
increase" in murders and other

violent crime at colleges across the
country, added Clarinda Raymond,
Sherrill's colleague at Towson.
On Sept. 1, police arrested
Edward Lewis Humphrey, 18,
University of Florida (UF) freshman, for questioning in the case.
Police added they might have other
suspects in the off-campus murders of three UF and two Santa Fe
Community College students.
The brutality and timing of
the killings prompted widespread
student panic on the UF campus.
Many of the students went home at
the start of classes. Those that
stayed grouped together for protection.
Some 1,990 violent crimes
were committed on campuses in
1988, the most recent FBI census
of crime in America found. This

number probably did not represent
all the violent crimes because colleges were not required to report
them.
Students typically don't think
of their campuses as dangerous.
"They naturally want to believe
it's a safe place," said Jeanne
Morrow, housing director at the
University of Illinois.
Another resaon students may
be shocked to hear of violent crimes
on their campuses is that schools
themselves mislead them, Morrow
said. "It is constantly reinforced
(to students) what a friendly, warm
environment the campus is," she
said.
"Schools must realize that
more important than hiring Dr.
Wonderful is to provide as safe a
campus as possible," Morrow said.

imim

L ODD ON

th

SATURDAY SEPT. 29
at 8:00 pm
in the QUICK CENTER
tickets on sale
at the
Quick Center
ROK Office
254-4010
Mon.-Sat.

10am-5pm

$5 student/$8 non-student
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Eileen Sullivan: Confronting the Reality of War
Claire St. Louis
Staff Writer
Imagine being uprooted
from the relatively secure, homey
atmosphere of Fairfield University and suddenly thrust into the
middle of a war.
For Eileen Sullivan, this
scenario is more than a daydream.
Next week at this time, it could be
a reality.
Sullivan, a junior, is an
Army Reserve. She completed her
basic training earlier this month
and her unit is on stand-by, which
means that as soon as Oct. 1 she
could be sent to Saudi Arabia.
Sullivan's official title is
medical supply specialist. She is
responsible for the paperwork
behind the supplies, which is why
her background in accounting
comes in handy. Sullivan also is a
member of the Accounting Club
and a tutor.
Accounting is not her only
interest. Besides taking a full
course load, she is in charge of
fund-raising for Circle K, a member of Minority Relations, plays in
the flute choir, and babysits.
What are Sullivan' s chances
of having to exchange her active
lifestyle at Fairfield for active duty
overseas?
"Right now, they're still
trying to keep women out of com-

bat," she said. "In Panama, they
gave women awards and then had
to take them back, because women
technically aren't allowed to fight.
And Kuwait doesn't approve of
fighting either. So they're trying
to keep women out of Kuwait."
But Sullivan could still be
sent over. As a medical supply
specialist, she is not considered a
soldier, although she will have to
fight if necessary.
"I would do my job at a
station house," she said. "I
wouldn't have to fight, unless the
place was attacked. Then, of
course, I would have to carry a

weapon and defend myself."
Sullivan does not have any
strong opinions about the situation
in Kuwait. Like most young people
who have never experienced war,
she is unsure how to react.
"War is something you read
about in history books," she said.
"It really hasn't sunk in that this
thing is going on. I'm sure that if
I get sent over there, it will sink in
very quickly. But I'm not into
politics or history, so I don't know
enough about it [the conflict in
Kuwait] to have an intelligent
decision on whether we should be
there or not."

Sullivan decided to join the
Army long before the conflict in
the Middle East arose. She did not
foresee having to be involved in an
actual war. She did not enlist for
the "thrill" of combat and patriotism. In fact, one could say she
"accidentally" joined the Army.
"I signed up a year ago
August," she said. "It's kind of
funny, because I sent away for a
free T-shirt, never really intending
to go in [
the Army]. But I talked to a recruiting officer who offered me a
lot of money for school, so I enlisted and went away for training
this past summer."
Although as a medical supply specialist Sullivan is in a noncombat position, she trained alongside active duty soldiers. Her
summer vacation was far from
relaxing.
"On May 221 went to Basic
Training at Fort Dix. I spent eight
weeks there. From there I went to
Fort Sam Houston in San Antonio
for A.I.T. [Advanced Individual
Training]. I graduated from Fort
Sam on Sept. 6, so I got back here
late."
Sullivan is currently a private in the Army, but eventually
she could be commissioned as an
officer, which would mean more
money and prestige. The Army
looks to educated people - doctors,

lawyers, college graduates - for
their officers, the "elite" of the
military. But Sullivan is not planning on a career in the Army.
"What I'd really like to do
is go into corporate law," she said.
"I'm going for my C.P.A. when I
get out of here. Hopefully I'll
work for a little bit to put myself
through law school. The military
may help put me through law
school, and then I could get a
commission either being a C.P.A.
or a lawyer. Then I would have to
give them [the Army] two years of
active duty. That's a possibility,
but I don't really want to go fulltime Army, unless that's the only
way I can go to law school."
There is a major misconception that college students cannot be sent to war. But, as Sullivan
explains, it does not work that way.
"If there's a draft, you can't
be pulled out of college. But we
[enlisted members of the military]
aren't part of the draft because we
signed ourselves up and volunteered to go in."
Until her orders come
through to go to Kuwait or elsewhere, Sullivan will continue to go
to college.
But despite her efforts to
carry on her usual schedule at Fairfield, the news reports constantly
remind her that, at any time, that
schedule could be altered.

Writing Center Strengthens Communications Skills
Edward Hines, Jr.
Features Editor
How many times have you
heard yourself or a friend say, "I' m
not looking forward to writing this
paper," or watched someone's face
droop as he sadly admits, "I've
gotta write a paper tonight"?
Fear no longer, Fairfield
students! The Writing Center,
located in FOB 255, opened for
business Monday.
"Writing takes time," said
Dr. Laura Ress, director of the
Writing Center, who explained that
students universally find writing
such a hassle because they 're afraid

they won't get their point across
clearly.
"Writing is a very vulnerable art," said Ress. "The exposure students experience because
of their writing places their egos
on the line. Many fear they will
look stupid or fail."
Ress explained that the
immediate purpose of the Writing
Center is to meet the direct needs
of students.
"We help students focus
their thinking so that they can see
how much they really know. Although we don't tell them what to
write, we help them gather their
thoughts, understand what their

assignments are asking them to do,
develop a thesis, and revise their
rough drafts," she said.
Ress stressed that the Writing Center is not a proof reading
service. Students are integrally
involved in the construction and
revision of their papers so that they
can get a feeling for a language
level appropriate to their intention,
or thesis.
Once that "feeling" is clear,
then students are more secure using the language correctly. "People
need to put the time in to express
themselves," said Ress.
One misconception students
share is that the Writing Center

nierely points out students' weaknesses.
Ress explained that writing
is a matter of seeing weaknesses
and strengths. Once a student
recognizes the strengths - the good
things - about his writing, Ress
feels he gains confidence in his
ability to communicate and is then
pumped up to tackle the weaknesses.
"People have to learn to
recognize their strengths when they
come to the Writing Center because some of their ideas are remarkable," said Ress.
The Writing Center is not a
service reserved for weak writers.

Quite often the best writers, even
professors, utilize the facility to
gain the finest polish for their work.
"Everybody needs a reader," said
Ress.
As for the center's track
record, Ress is impressed by the
level of improvement Writing
Center students demonstrate. The
relaxed, no-pressure atmosphere
rarely produces a lack of improvement in students' writing.
Eight English Department
professors are available for consultation. Students should stop by
FOB 130 to make an appointment
or call ext. 2214 from 8:30 a.m. 4:30 p.m. daily.

Mirror Survey

-BACK TO SCHOOLALL YOUR ART CLASS NEEDS
BRING IN YOUR LISTS

Tell us what you like and dislike!
Answser the following questions and return to Box AA or drop off at the Mirror office,
Gonzaga Ground.
.,
..

Yes

i

No

1. Do you read the entire front
page?
2. Do you read "Newsreel"?

_

3. Do you read the editorial?
4. Do you read "Happenings"?
5. Do you read "The Earl of
Sports"?
6. Do you read "These are the
Voyages"?
7. Do you read "Cheer and Boos"?
8. Comments/Suggestions:

art supplies
68 POST ROAD EAST ■ PHONE 226 07)6
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Around Campus
I How would you react if you woke up this morning and found out you had been drafted to fight in Kuwait?

Compiled by Jim Bodor
Assistant Features Editor
Photos by Karen Liu
Brad Doyle '93 - "I'd go, but
I'd be afraid of chemical warfare.
In the past there wasn't chemical
warfare. It's something totally new,
and we don't know all the effects
of it."

Tim Genecco '92 - "Initially
I'd be surprised, but I think it's
necessary to serve your country
when necessary."
"I definitely wouldn't dodge
it. I wouldn't worry about nuclear
weapons. I don't think they're
going to be used."

Christopher Pomeroy '92 Michael Loughlin '92 - "If I had to go I wouldn't have too
"Shocked at first, then ticked off much [of a] problem with it. I
that college ended so abruptly, but support Bush' s position in the gulf.
after the initial shock wore off I'd •It's been pretty good and I think
be somewhat excited to go. I'd go he's handled it well. Any military
willingly. It'dbeaprettycoolnew action should be strong and swift.
experience. You read about it and I don't think Bush would ever make
see it in the movies but I'd want to the mistake of creating a second
see if it's really that way."
Vietnam."

Bill Pisani '91 - "I'm a pacifist and I don't believe in war. I do
believe in serving your country
and would go for America. The
United States is the greatest country in the world, but I think the
cause in Kuwait is ridiculous.
We're fighting for oil, not lives."
Editor's Note: Only males were
surveyed for this question because
only males are eligible for the draft.
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I Sleep with a Stuffed Seal - So What?
Nancy Petrarca
Typesetting Coordinator
Okay, Jim Bodor. We got
the point. You feel old before your
time, huh? There's someone else
in there with you?
Well, let me tell you something, kid (or sir, depending on
your spiritual age): you're not
alone.
Seeing as Fall 1990 is becoming the season of confession,
here it goes: there is a child living
in my body.
Granted, my size is indeed
relatively small (at almost 5'2" I
am hardly a giant), and I have been
told I look closer to 15 years of age
than 20 (no, I have not been using
Oil of Olay since I was 12), but I'm
not alone in that department. The
reality is, however, that a child is
living in my body.
What's more, most of you
don't even realize that there are
children in each of you!
When I read Mr. Bodor's
article, I was tempted to get into
Jungian psychology with archetypes and such, or even attempt to
associate his flirtatiousness with
elderly women as some sort of

graduated Oedipal complex. I think
I'll leave the psychology out of it
for now.
Justplainoldcommon sense
will tell you that our physical ages
do not necessarily denote our psychological, social "inner" age. That
has to do with generalizations and
supposed norms placed on us by
society, but I won't even attempt to
get into that.
I just thought I'd point out
that I, for one, am a fan of Saturday
morning cartoons (whether I'm
awake to watch them is another
story - at home we have a channel
where they are played at 6:30 p.m.,

a much more appropriate time),
Apple Jacks cereal, playing with
toys (a summer job at a nursery
school does have its benefits),
stuffed animals, and innocence
(don't laugh, please), among other
childish things.
I am sure there are plenty of
people out there who are fans of
one or two of these items as well.
I've seen you get the Apple Jacks
at Seller's. I've seen the teddy
bears and Snoopy's on your dinosaur bedspreads.I also know the
people that babysit out there. That
is one of the reasons I am a desired
babysitter in my town: I don't do

the normal 1950s babysitter thing,
sitting in front of the television,
hanging out on the phone. Not to
say I haven't done that, but mostly,
above all, I do something that I get
great enjoyment out of: I play with
the kids. I'm not babysitting - I'm
just having fun with some six-yearold friends!
Yes, I know the Ninja
Turtles' names (they usually make
me April), I know who's in the
Mickey Mouse Club, I know the
latest G.I. Joe figures (I'm always
stuck playing the bad guys), I know
crayon artistry, block building,
Lincoln Logs - you name it, I know
it.
It's not just me, either. My
brother bought me Leggo's, but he
also buys himself remote control
tanks at age 29. My father bought
himself three giant trucks with
action figures, played with them
himself, and then and only then let
his grandchildren have a go at them.
He also watches and tapes cartoons (who do you think I watched
cartoons with at 6:30 p.m.?). My
sister watches He-Man at age 33,
but I don't think it's because of his
body.
Oh, and Mr. Bodor, I have

watched The Love Boat as well.
The reason I watch it cannot be tied
to the fact that I am a tired old
woman, however. I watched it
because of the fondness of the
memory of being nine years old
and having nothing better to do on
a Saturday night than sit in my
T.V. room with my family and
watch The Love Boat and Fantasy
Island, back to back. The scary
thing is that it doesn't seem like it
was so long ago.
Anyway, you're not alone,
Mr. Bodor. There are plenty of us
out here trying to figure out how
we can love coffee and chocolate
milk at the same time, why Romeo
and Juliet and The Love Boat both
sound great, and why I have to take
my little stuffed white seal with me
almost everywhere I go overnight
because I won't be able to sleep
without it. I only got the seal at age
16. Of course, I've slept with it
ever since.
So, Mr. Bodor, it's not outrageous that there's a spry old man
inside you. In fact, it's nearer to
the truth than any of the assumptions you've ever made.
Besides, you've always
been a little weird.

Retreat Encourages Student to Make a Difference
Julie Dietz
Staff Writer
As a way of getting to know
one another better, the members of
Alpha Sigma Nu, the National
Jesuit Honor Society, participated
in a one-day retreat Sept. 16 in St.
Ignatius Hall.
The first few days of school,
with their endless errands, lines,
and hassles, can leave you exhausted both physically and mentally. I didn't realize, however,
that in my life I was also spiritually
tired. I was more than ready to
"retreat." Thanks to the efforts of
Fr. Tom Regan, S.J., Fr. Paul
Carrier, S.J., and the members of
Alpha Sigma Nu, I came home that

having gained a lot of things: a
good education, lasting friendships,
wonderful memories; but I'd also
like to feel I gave something in
return. This is what the Jesuit
tradition implies and what allows
that feeling of community to endure.
Fr. Carrier opened the afternoon by showing us a film of individuals who have dedicated their
lives to helping others. As I sat
watching, and thinking later during reflection, I couldn't help feeling that I've had a pretty self-centered attitude in the past.
It's so easy to get caught up
in the trivial day-to-day mechanics
of living. Problems which at the
time appear monstrous and important can often look
ridiculous when
put in a larger
frame of reference. How imporTo Enter
tant does that upYou must be at least 18 and under

Sunday night feeling relaxed, refreshed, and revitalized.
We started the afternoon by
talking about the "F word" that
haunts the minds of just about all
seniors: the Future. While most of
us have hopes and plans for after
graduation, there seemed to be a
general consensus to enjoy our last
year at Fairfield. By the end of the
afternoon I realized this could mean
a lot more than just going to countless parties.
One thing we all noted was
that Fairfield provides us with a
unique sense of community that
often isn't found at other schools.
We should take advantage of the
opportunities available to us. Personally, I'd like to leave Fairfield
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coming test or paper seem when
there are people who don't even
know where their next meal is
coming from? (I might add, we
were all acknowledging this while
the smell of Fr. Tom's homemade
"it took me all day to cook" lasagna overwhelmed us!) I found
myself feeling inferior because I
could never compare to these
"modern-day saints" that give of
themselves to help their fellow
man.
Then I remembered that the
purpose of a retreat is not for me to
come away feeling bad about
myself or my life. Maybe I get
caught up in my own life sometimes, but everyone does. I don't
believe it is my mission in life to
drop everything and move to Ethiopia to help the poor. What is important is to discover my purpose
in life.
"In the end all that matters is
to be a saint," was one of the quotes

Fr. Carrier read that afternoon. I
feel that for each person there is a
unique definition that constitutes
"saintly."
For some, such as Mother
Theresa, it encompasses their entire lives. For most of us, though,
it can come from simpler things
found in everyday life. Perhaps
it's working in a soup kitchen once
a month, tutoring children in poor
areas, or visiting elderly people in
nursing homes.
Maybe it's just smiling and
saying "good morning" to someone walking alone. The point is to
find your niche in the saintly
scheme of things. Find out what
makes you feel good and keep
doing it.
Most Fairfield students realize how fortunate and blessed they
are in comparison to others in the
world. We must use our advantages to help those who might not
be as lucky.
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TO ALL STUDENTS:
September marks the time for our journeys back to school. We come back
with great anticipation, greeting old friends and facing new challenges. But, we
also come back facing old problems. One such problem is the existing situation
on Fairfield Beach.
The beach has always been "the place to go" on weekends for many
students. As a result, on-campus students flock to the beach, making for overcrowded parties, high levels of noise, and congregations of people in parking lots
and streets. Even more serious problems occur, including vandalism and
littering.
Many full-time residents have repeatedly voiced their dissatisfaction with this
situation to the Fairfield Police Department and to University administration. Police, consequently, are forced to patrol with vigor, and the administration - for its
part - has announced its intention to eventually deny off-campus beach living.
This matter is of great concern to off-campus beach residents. Presently,
Fairfield University Beach Association (FUBA) is attempting to better the relationship between Fairfield University students and the residents of the town of
Fairfield, hoping to "save" the beach as a plausible alternative to on-campus
living. For this reason, we must touch on two subjects: responsibility, and
respect.
Living off-campus requires a great sense of responsibility. Students are not
only members of the University community, but of the town of Fairfield, as well.
We are responsible for our own actions, and for the actions of each other.
Likewise, students visiting the beach must carry with them their own set of
responsibilities.
All students must respect their neighbors, and abide by state and local laws.
Noise levels in and out of beach homes must remain at a reasonable level.
Trespassing and the destruction of private property must be curtailed. We are
required to heed parking regulations. Underage and public consumption are
violations of both state and University law. Littering is a minimum $57.00 fine.
Most beach residents are well aware of these problems. Unfortunately, many
on-campus residents are not. Off-campus students, therefore, have become obligated to encourage and enforce more mature modes of conduct. On-campus
residents should only come to the beach as invited guests. Beach visitors should
realize that liability for their actions falls unopn the University beach residents.
With this in mind, they should act in a way showing respect for the law, property,
and rights of off-campus residents.
The situation is one which we can improve. Simply through awareness and
understanding, we can alleviate much of the existing tension between Fairfield
University students and the town of Fairfield.
THE FAIRFIELD UNIVERSITY BEACH ASSOCIATION
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Editorial Page/Commentary

Too Close
For Comfort

We had a very close call on campus Friday
night. Three students were held up at gun point. Fortunately, no one was hurt in the incident, but do we
have to wait until someone is hurt before something
is done about campus safety? Obviously, a new security system in the dorms is not going to cut it. After
all, we have to go outside sometime.
This summer, Fairfield Security hired extra officers. Well, where are they? These officers should be
patrolling campus on foot every night. They have to
make their presence known. They must be visible.
Of course, they would be a lot more visible if we
had lights between Main Campus and Dolan Campus and the townhouses. As it is now, you would not
know they were out there unless you bumped into
them.
Certainly, our $16,000 a year can buy us decent
lights and Security's protection. Or does tuition have
to go up more before the administration will guarantee our safety?
Anyone can get on campus at any time - day or
night. The buddy system is not going to work if you
are approached by someone holding a gun or any
other weapon. Of course, we must take precautions
- lock your doors, avoid walking alone at night, and
walk in well lighted areas if possible - but the administration and Security has to step in and do something. Foot patrols and more lights on campus would
be a good start.
Reality hit very close to home on Friday. For
those three student who were mugged, a bit too
close for comfort.
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Safety on campus, a priceless priority
But how high a price will students have to pay before something is done?
Jennifer Benson
Contributing Writer
Imagine this.
A group of Fairfield students is walking back to the dorms
across Campion field after another
night at the townhouses when all
of a sudden, they are approached
by strangers, held at gunpoint, and
robbed.
Is this just a vivid imagination? I wish.
But the fact is that this incident actually took place last weekend as students walked across the
pitch-black field whose edges are
surrounded by bushes, trees, and
other uncertainties.
I can't understand it. The
University has just activated a new,
high-tech security system in the
dorms, but what about the safety of
students outside of the dorms and
on the rest of the campus grounds?

Maybe its even time for the
University to start keeping a couple
security guards around the more
desolate areas of our campus where
crimes like that which took place
last weekend are more likely to
occur.
After all, how many students have to be robbed at gunpoint before the administration will
be willing to step in and do something?
It doesn't matter if you are
walking in a group of two or ten,
some areas of campus (like
Campion field) are so isolated that
any number of crimes could easily
go unnoticed.
Come on, Fairfield. How
high a price do we have to pay
before we finally see some protective safety measures taken around
campus?
After all, shouldn't safety
be a priceless priority?

It is clearly time for Fairfield to finally face the reality that
it is not immune to crime. And
with Bridgeport (an area notorious
for its high crime rate) fewer than
ten miles away from campus, we
can only be so naive.
How about using some of
that $5 million from Mr. Dolan to
finally install some lighting in the
area leading up to North Campus
where many students are forced to
walk every day and night.
I noticed that after the incident of last Friday night, the University turned on one of the six
floodlights which surround
Campion field. But a number of
dimly lit and completely unlit areas still existed.
Why weren't more of these
lights turned on last weekend? And
why can't the lights be used on a
regular basis not only on the weekends, but during the week as well?

Thou shalt not park here
Parking remains a problem for Fairfield students.
Joseph M. Labella
Staff Writer

in the Regis lot which is closer to
their dorm. This lot fills up rather
quickly causing students living in
Regis and Gonzaga to park in the
Jogues lots, which are never filled
up.
A new parking sticker is
needed to restrict students living in
Jogues and Campion to parking in
the Jogues lots. The Regis lots
would then be reserved for Regis
and Gonzaga.
But when I suggested this
idea to security, they responded
skeptically.
Adding to the problem is
the fact that Freshmen (who are
not allowed to have cars on campus) may be granted permission by
Student Services to get parking
permits. All you need is a set of

Parking at Fairfield? It stinks.
There are 2,100 parking
spaces available on campus. And
Security issues between 8,000 to
9,000 parking permits each year.
They don't have an exact figure.
But then again, why bother?
Wouldn't it simply be logical to limit the number of cars on
campus? After all doesn't the University boast that Fairfield is a "pedestrian campus"?
True, we no longer have to
look both ways before walking to
and from the campus center from
Canisius, thanks to the recent
construction of the world's largest
skateboard ramp. This, however,
did not alleviate
Fairfield's parking problem.
Once
again the University did not
think about the
human factor involved in the
policies they
create.
When
they decided to
make Freshman
floors and upperclassmen
dorms, did they
consider the
possible parking
situation that
A security guard tickets a student's car parked in
would arise?
Obviously not.
Take the parking crunch at strong legs and a lame excuse to
the Orient, for example. Security walk up to North Campus, and you
wisely brought this situation to the can get a letter telling Security to
attention of the Traffic Board of give you a permit.
Appeals, the imminent but tranOnce again, one department
sient body that devises all the park- says no but is overruled by another
ing regulations. And thanks to that doesn't have to deal with the
security 's suggestion, parking problem it creates.
lots behind the library will now be
And what about visiting
open to students living in Kostka Student Services and other offices
and Claver.
at North Campus? According to
But the quad is still in a quag- Security, "you might get ticketed."
mire. There is by no means enough But don't worry, they say that
parking to accommodate all five they've got the problem under
dorms with the current parking "review".
permit set-up.
So if anyone has to drive a
The problem is that students friend up to Health Center to have
who live in Jogues naturally park his stomach pumped from having

to much grade D meat at Seilers, its
probably going to cost you.
What about parking for those
who live at North Campus? There
is certainly enough space, but if
you park at night bring a flashlight
if you want to find your car. The
lighting there is next to nil.
Realizing this problem,
Security has encouraged students
to park closer to the buildings which
is supposedly better lit. But this of
course reduces the number of
places to park.
Maybe Mr. Dolan can give
another donation to solve the lighting problem? I have no problem
with calling it the Dolan Parking
Lot.
So why hasn't the administration tried to find a solution to
the parking problem? Why else?
Money.
If
you
haven't got a
parking ticket
yet, the minimum
fine has gone
from five to ten
dollars. Most of
the tickets are
fifteen dollars
anyway. But
Security doesn't
benefit.
The
money goes to a
"general fund"
(whatever that
means). Maybe,
to build a multithe Regis lot.
level parking
File Photo garage.'
Don't hold your breath.
If you where the administration would you want to solve
the parking problem? Would you
want to be forced to create more
parking spaces, restrict the numbers of permits given out to students, perhaps even revoke parking permits of students with four or
more tickets? If you did, think of
all the "general fund" revenue you
would lose.
But this being the Ignatian
Year and all, maybe the administration will finally change its
philosophy and start thinking about
Fairfield the community instead of
Fairfield the commodity.

Commentary
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Why the Ignatian Year means nothing to Fairfield
What is this * Jesuit Ideal9 thing anyway?
Mark A. Sarro
Commentary Editor
Today is the first day of
what has been touted as the biggest
party Fairfield University will see
all year. No, it's not at one of the
townhouses or down at the beach.
And there won't even be any kegs.
Today marks the beginning of the
Ignatian Year.
Big deal.
Most of us have no clue
what the Ignatian Year is all about
in the first place. And it
doesn't really matter classes end after third,
that's the important part.
Anyway, if it were anything really important, we
would've gotten the whole
day off.
Not to say that St.
Ignatius Loyola, himself,
isn't important. Heclearly
is. In fact, he's much more
a man of our day than all
the Jesse Jacksons of the
world could ever fantasize
themselves to be.
It's just that the
whole Ignatian Year thing
really doesn't make a
whole lot of difference to
us here at Fairfield. Oh
sure, we'll probably make
a big fuss about it and all. But what
does this celebration really have to
do with what goes on from day to
day here?
I'll give you a little hint:
nothing at all.
Fairfield University has
changed a lot since it was founded
in 1942. Thanks to the administration's last intelligent decision

(about twenty years ago), the University now admits women. And
thanks to a few less-intelligent ones
since then, a handful of ugly new
buildings have popped up here and
there around campus.
But even more disturbing
than the fact that the Quick Center
looks like a shoe factory or that the
Chapel bears a striking resemblance to a McDonalds, is the fact
that as the University expands, it is
losing touch with the Jesuit tradition upon which it was founded.

Why, for example, are we
building a new chapel in the first
place? As a symbol of Fairfield's
religious focus?
Does that mean that the
University lacked this focus for
the past fifty years simply because
it's only chapel was in the basement of a dorm?
Or maybe the University

just never needed million dollar
symbols to demonstrate its religious commitment before.
In addition, the number of
Jesuit professors at Fairfield is
falling faster than Mitch' s approval
rating. Right now, only about ten
percent of our faculty is made up of
Jesuits. And as their numbers
decline, so too does their influence
within the University.
There are also fewer and
fewer Jesuits within the administration itself. Only nine of thirtyfour members sitting on
the Board of Trustees are
Jesuits.
Oh well, at least
we know that the Jesuits
aren't to blame for all the
garbage that goes on at
this place.
The University
also used to name buildings for Jesuits- Bellarmine,
Canisius,
Gonzaga, Jogues, Loyola,
Campion, Regis, Kostka,
Claver, Dolan (oops,
scratch that last one).
Now we name them after
anybody with a net worth
over a million bucks.
Who was Robert
Bellarmine? Peter Canisius? Aloysius Gonzaga?
Isaac Jogues? The fact that most
students have no idea who any of
these people are clearly speaks to
the extent to which our Jesuit tradition has been lost.
At least we all know who
William Egan and Charles Dolan
are.
So don't worry. Regradless
of the fact that the Ignatian Year is

Black & white and blood all over
United States foreign policy strikes out again.
John C. Blake
Contributing Writer
It all comes down to the
question," What do you believe?"
On August 2nd of this year,
Iraqi troops invaded and took
control of Kuwait. All of a sudden
the world had a crisis on its hands,
and everyone's attention shifted to
the Mideast.
And suddenly the world had
a new madman to deal with. Saddam Hussein. The new Hitler, a
man who used chemical weapons
to kill off the Kurdish segment of
his own population.
The fact is, Hussein is not a
new madman. The United States
has known about his behavior for a
long time now. The only difference is that he is no longer the
lesser of two evils for the U.S., as
he was in the Iran-Iraq war. He is
now the problem.
Situations such as the Gulf
crisis are always presented to the
American public in digestible
black-and-white fashion.
The President would like
you to believe that we have sent
troops into Saudi Arabia to uphold
the U.N. Security Council's resolutions, to protect American citizens, and to strike a blow for freedom.
Sure.

We sent troops into the Gulf to
protect Saudi oil fields, and thus
our own supply of cheap oil. And
instead of trying to fully understand the situation and to solve the
crisis diplomatically, the White
House has issued a number of statements filled with undertones of
war.
The U.S. government is like
a big baby, throwing a tempertantrum every time someone
doesn't play fair.
Saddam Hussein didn't
invade Kuwait for no reason, and it
doesn't help for the United States
to start spewing rhetoric about
enforcing international law. After
all, the U.S. has ignored the region
(as well as international law) for
years. As long as were getting
cheap oil, we were happy.
The problem is, while we
were bathing in cheap crude, Arab
resentment was growing.
Contrary to public opinion,
the average Arab does not have an
oil rig in his backyard. He has a
tent, mouths to feed, and a festering resentment of the oil families
who refuse to share their wealth
with their Muslim brethren.
Though he has broken international law, Saddam Hussein
has become a hero for many Arabs,
symbolizing Arab pride. And once
again, the United States has been

caught with its pants down, lacking serious foreign policy toward a
region that has the capability of
choking our economy to death.
We have historically backed
the Israeli government and dismissed the majority of Arabs as
religious fanatics and terrorists. We
express outrage at Hussein's extermination of the Kurds, but we
never blink twice at the role of
Israel and the U.S. in the genocide
of Indians in Guatemala.
The United States is the selfappointed policeman of the world.
We dictate who is to be praised,
and who is to be punished. We
wrap ourselves in international law
one minute, and break it the next.
The sad thing is it is not
really the American public's fault
that the United States is the world's
bully. The government only presents us with little black-and-white
lies, leaving out important facts
when it presents its case to the
people.
And the average American
can only respond to what his or her
leaders say. So if George Bush
says we're doing the right thing...
The day our foreign policy
makers stop giving us so much
black-and-white and start seeing
shades of grey is the day the whole
world can breathe just a little bit
easier.

Do you have something to shoot your mouth off about?
Write for the Mirror Commentary section.

less important to most students than
whether or not we can get a ride to
the beach tonight, it can't be all
that bad.
After all, it'll probably provide some great P.R. for the University, and you never know, it
may even bring in some more cash.
It's funny in a way. St.
Ignatius Loyola wasn't trying to

start a bunch of colleges and universities when he founded the
Society of Jesus in 1540.
He simply wanted to form
an group of educated men after
looking around himself and realizing that there a lot of idiots were in
positions of power.
Isn't it funny how some
things just never change.

On the Soapbox
Back to the Future, Sept. 27,1540:
A Jesuit's Personal Credo, Sept. 27,1990
Fr. Paul Carrier
Guest Columnist
Today we celebrate the
anniversary of a marker event
in the history of the Jesuits, the
day Ignatius and his band of
companions officially became
a religious order in the Catholic
Church.
That event, four-hundred
and fifty years ago, reverberated throughout history and
even managed to touch the life
of a young man from Fall River, Massachusetts in the late Sixties.
Because I became a Jesuit, there are many things I have
come to value and cherish, to believe and to share. Because of
September 27, 1540, my life has been different.
In the spirit of St. Ignatius, I believe that God is love and
that creation is good. I believe that there is nothing we can ever
steal from God because before we can even think of stealing it, it
has already been given; grace, love, forgiveness; all a gift,
unearned and undeserved.
I believe that there is nothing we can ever do, or say, or
think that will ever make God stop loving us. I believe that God's
will is not something that happens to us, but is what we do for God.
It is our best, our deepest, our truest selves.
I believe that God's great passion is life. God is a
spendthrift who doesn't hoard, doesn't measure love in teaspoons, and doesn't keep records of how we are measuring up.
Because I am a Jesuit, I realize that the teachings of Jesus
are impossible! They are like the impossible dream of Don
Quixote and yet they are an invitation to the greatest adventure
possible to human beings.
I believe that to live the teachings of Jesus is to have the
courage to say no; no to violence, so that we can be peacemakers;
no to revenge, so that we can be merciful; no to hatred, so that we
can love.
And as a Jesuit, I seek to follow Jesus who is The Way, of
service, love, and forgiveness; The Truth, that life is not power
and prestige, but simply love; The Life, poured out, given away,
spent, used up for others.
Over the years, I have had the abiding sense that nothing is
lost. Each person we love and who has loved us creates us and becomes part of us. Turning forty, I now believe that to be a
Christian is to be forever young, ever confident and hopeful.
Living in the Jesuit community, I have been taught (and
been somewhat slow to learn) that loving is difficult, that it costs,
it hurts, and that through real love, the person we may have
difficulty with may not change, but we will.
My Jesuit brothers are involved all over the world in many
different works and endeavors; some are being killed because of
our one, overriding commitment: to establish God's Reign on
earth; a Reign of peace, where there is no violence; a Reign of
love, where all hearts are open; a Reign of justice, where all God's
children are free to grow and to be alive; a Reign where people
always come first and never things; a Reign where we give people
what they need and not what they deserve.
As we celebrate this marker event, each Jesuit remembers
who and what has made him who he is today. I am who I am today
because of my parents who lived their faith simply and confidently. They were my first and best teachers incoming to know
Jesus. Their love and faithfulness made God real for me.
I am the person I am today because of St. Ignatius and the
Society of Jesus. Never having known a Jesuit before entering the
community, I have been blessed with many remarkable companions in my life's journey.
I am the person I am today because of you, the Fairfield
University community, you who remind me each day what it
means to be a Jesuit, a priest, a human being.
Because of my parents, of St. Ignatius, the Society of Jesus,
and you, I can say today:
I love this world. I love the small ones, the lost ones, the
forgotten ones. I love the sense of mystery surrounding my life,
the pain as well as the beauty. I love the fellowship with all
creation, the solidarity that knits all our hearts, dreams, aspirations, and hopes together!

Commentary
University should put its money where its mouth is
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Maribeth Allison
Contributing Writer
Every student at Fairfield
feels that there is a need for something. And while one thing may
seem unimportant to some people,
it may be significant to others. Such
is the case for Nursing majors with
respect to transportation for clinical rotations.
Sophomores, Juniors, and
Seniors in the School of Nursing
are required to participate in more
realistic settings than the campus
simulation lab in order to graduate.
These settings include individual houses, nursing homes, and
hospitals which are often located
more than thirty minutes from
Fairfield.
Although it is not stated
anywhere in the guide for prospective Nursing students that a car is
needed to fullfill these academic
requirements, it is essential.
Students without their own
transportation are forced to bear a

great amount of stress. First, they
must arrange for rides from classmates who have cars, so their academic and clinical schedule must
revolve around that of the driver.
Because it is so difficult to
find rides, many students are often
forced to ride in a single car, which
may be illegal and is surely unsafe.
Still worse is when no one has a
car and one must be borrowed- a
risky act.
Certainly, this predicament
disrupts both students enrolled in
the Nursing program as well as
others. And it is clear that this
situation calls for a supportive and
just solution from all students,
faculty, and administrators.
The obvious solution is to
have vans owned by the University available for use by Nursing
students.
Students would always arrive together and on time, thus
giving the School a more professional image. Nothing looks more
irresponsible than individual stu-

Reading days, who needs 'em?

dents lingering into a hospital late.
And nothing look more circus-like
than a continuous line of students
filing out of a single car.
Such a solution would also
benefit individual drivers and their
passengers who are now forced to
risk their personal insurance and
safety by riding together in single
cars.
Also, gas and parking become costly for students who already have a great deal of money
invested in tuition, books, and
uniforms. Especially now, when it
is becoming necessary to conserve
fuel, driving one vehicle is not
only smart, but safe and efficient.
All of the Nursing students
here at Fairfield pay an incredible
amount of money to receive an
education. And when the tuition
bill is mailed off to the University,
an agreement is made that the student will subsequently receive an
education.
In order to maintain its reputation, it would seem only fitting
that such a highly
rated University
finally begin to
provide proper access to the education of which it
continually boasts
to its students.

Quoted This Week
"Whose birthday is it?"
-Rebecca Hays, '92, on the start of the Ignatian Year.

The Fairfield Mirror

Student: "I'll have the Turkey Pot Pie, please."
Cafeteria Worker: "Is that what it is?"
-Brian Carroll, '94, while being served at North Campus.
"What is this...Fordham?"
-Steve Martorella, '92, on the recent outbreak of crime on campus.
Do you have something to say about what's happening on campus ? Send your quote,
along with your name and the context in which it was said, to the Mirror at BoxAA.

Betsy Guertin
Staff Writer
It's only September. It's
too early to be thinking about exams!
But since the subject has
come up, what with that reading
day thing and all, I thought I'd
check out my own schedule for
this Fall.
Well, there's no need for
me to even worry about reading
days because all of my exams fall
within the first three days.
Hopefully, I'll be just as
lucky next semester so I can utilize
that first reading day to the fullest.
So, you know, it doesn't
affect me that much; but consider
all the people who are going to be
affected. Those librarians, for
example, won't have to work as
many days. And that's important,
you know, because then the University won't have to pay them for
a full week.
Oh yeah, and Seilers will be
able to close a day earlier and we
know how much time, energy and
money will be saved by that. Didn't
you notice the discount on your
room and board bill this year- that's
because they're closing aday early.
Plus, the dorms will be able
to close a day early so all of us

crazy kids will be gone and Security can relax a little earlier than
usual.
You know, it's really no big
deal and what did you expect anyway? I mean we abused the third
reading day the last two years- all
the evidence proved it!
We relaxed and enjoyed
ourselves a little too loudly if we
weren't working, and that bothered those who were studying and
then everybody's grades suffered.
And those people who were studying- it really didn't help their concentration to know they had a whole
extra day.
I mean, I do much better
when I can cram for five exams in
three days.
So what is everyone complaining about? We're Fairfield
students. There is no stress at
Fairfield. So what would we need
an extra day to relax and study
leisurely for?
We're tough. We can
handle it. Look at me, I'll have a
whole three hours between my first
two exams and I'm not stressing at
all. Heh, heh, heh.
Just think, if everyone were
as lucky as I am to have all their exams in the first three days of exam
week, we could even cancel that
second reading day.
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Arts & Entertainment
Happenings
"Good Fellas": A Good Film
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Yo Chuck!

Tony Germinario
Assistant Arts and
Entertainment Editor

Brian P. Dunleavy
Arts and Entertainment Editor
Art most actively fulfills its purpose when it delivers an important message. October's Spin magazine features a guest editor: Spike
Lee. Mr. Lee chose to use his editorial power to print articles that
involve issues of race in the arts and entertainment industry: music and
film are the focus.
One of the articles in particular especially fascinated me: a piece
called "Black II Black" written by Public Enemy's Chuck D. and the
"media assasin" Harry Allen.
For those of you who are unfamiliar with Public Enemy, they are
a rap group out of New York who, quite articulately through their
music, discuss the plight of the Afro- American race.
In "Black II Black", the writers discuss their theories of white
supremacy and racism and possible ways for Afro-Americans to
"move forward towards the goal of ending white supremacy." Chuck
D. also discusses the ideas and future of his band. At the conlusion of
the article, the writers invite all readers to send their comments or ques
tions. Here is what I am going to send:
Harry and Chuck,
As usual, I am intrigued by what you have to say. After reading
your piece in Spin magazine, I feel somewhat enriched, but not without
questions/concerns.
On the albu/n, // Takes A Nation ofMillions to Hold Us Back, you
told your listeners "Don't Believe the Hype." And I don't. 2 Live Crew
talking about p
y ,t-ts and a— is not the issue here. What is the issue
is that they are black men who are making money by speaking their
minds. The more frequently that occurs, the more frightened we white
people become. That is why we censor them.
Chuck, you speak your mind in every rap you sing. You discuss
racism, censorship and drug abuse. What scares me is that I listen to
each and every song and say "damn he's right."
In "Black II Black" you told your readers that "a black person is
better off dealing with a Klansman than a [white] liberal." Again,
maybe you're right. But, I don't know.
In your reasoning, you write that the white liberals "think their
black and start criticizing you [the black man]." True. But aren't you
"criticizing" your own race by implying that the black man lacks edu
cation and understanding of his problem in American society? You do
so by imploring the black man to pursue that education.
White liberals may be "criticizing you" for the same reason that
you are criticizing the black man, Chuck. Some may really want to see
racial equality; or, an elimination of the term race. Because, we are the
human race.
Chuck, any listener to your lyrics knows, or should know, that
you are "that smart, that tough, and that sure of yourself." These are
things that you believe people doubt about you. But why do you need
to be "that tough"? There are people out there willing to listen to you
Chuck.
As a white man, or as a man, I can feel for your bitterness. Men
in power walk over others, they rule others and they destroy lives, over
labels. Color, race, ethnic origin, religion, wealth. They are all labels
that people fight, kill and die for.
Not all whites are supremacists. Not all grass is green. These are
generalizations, Chuck. Generalizing is something I never thought
you'd do. Generalizations are labels. We don't need anymore of those
Chuck, I hope people can change. I hope society can change. I
hope / can change. These are things I pray for. These are the things
that I hope will occur by peaceful means.
I also hope Public Enemy won't change. I hope you will speak
the message of "moving toward the elimination of white supremacy"
until it hurts. Your music and this message are important to me, and to
society. Continue to "Fight the Power!", Chuck. Continue the fight
through your words.
(continued on page 12)

Anticipation is sometimes a
very cruel thing. When you wait a
long time for something, you are
sometimes disappointed with the
outcome.
That's why I was a little
wary about seeing the film up for
review this week, "Good Fellas,"
directed by Martin Scorcese. Fortunately, I was not disappointed.
I first read about "Good Fellas" around three months ago. Ever
since then, I had been dying to see
it and let me tell you it was well
worth the wait.
This film is about the mob,
who call themselves wise guys or
good fellas, hence the name as if
you couldn't guess, and shows how
they operated from the early sixties up until the mid eighties.
Anyway, the film is centered
on Henry Hill, played by Ray Liotta
from "Field of Dreams." He is half
Irish and half Sicilian and joins the
mob when he is sixteen.
The basis of the film shows
his ascent through the ranks and
his relationships with his fellow
mob partners.

Robert DeNiro co-stars as
Jimmy Conway, the mob tough
guy who befriends Henry and
shows him the ropes, and Joe Pesci, from "Lethal Weapon II" and
"Betsy' s Wedding", plays Tommy,
Henry's schizophrenic friend. Paul
Sorvino also co-stars as the mob
king pin who runs the show and
also cooks a mean pasta.
Without a doubt, the characters make this film. The story line
is good and generates some good
and original ideas, but it is the
people within the film that made
the film so good.
DeNiro, quite simply, is
DeNiro. There is no one else like
him. He plays the intense Conway

to a T, almost relishing the sick
character at times. Similarly, Joe
Pesei does an excellent job playing
Tommy, the sometimes funnysometimes sick friend who can
control his temper about as well as
Leona Helmsley.
Finally, we have Ray Liotta.
This role could escalate him into
star status, and should lead him to
even bigger parts. He showed great
versatility in this role, especially in
the scene when he realized that he
had finally hit rock bottom. It was
very powerful.
As with all mob related
movies, the film is rather intense
and quite bloody. However, it is
done in good taste, if you can call
it that, and is certainly required to
show the true intensity of the film.
Weaker stomachs might want to
bring a little baggie with them.
Well, that's basically it for
the review. I just have a few
comments now so please bear with
me. I hope that everyone was able
to catch "Pretty Woman" over in
Gonzaga Hall. It was a great movie.
Next on the helm is "The Hunt for
Red October" which will be shown
the weekend of October 12.
Until then, I'll see you at the
flix.

A "Quick" Romance
The Acting Company Performs Romeo & Juliet
Elizabeth Leilani Davis
Nancy Petrarca
Contributing Writers
Sunday night The Acting
Company gave an excellent performance
of
William
Shakespeare' s Romeo and Juliet at
the Regina A. Quick Center for the
Arts.
The first impression made
on the audience was the set. Done
by Derek McLane, it was on stage
from the beginning, except for a
few items that the actors brought
on stage. The Roman columns
used for the set were very impressive, they immediately gave the
audience a sense of the time period, Renaissance Europe. They
used a raised platform for the floor
which drew the actors on stage
closer to the audience.
The show was directed by
Leon Rubin, who cleverly created
a comedic aspect to contrast the
play's tragic elements. Even elements that one would not think humorous, such as Romeo and Juliet's kiss, received giggles from a

few people in the audience. However, this did not take away from
its romantic characteristics.
The humor was used as a
paradox to the tragic element, just
as Romeo and Juliet's love was a
paradox to the hatred between their
families.
The costumes worn by the
players on stage were beautiful.
They were designed by Martin
Pakledinaz.
Another element was the
fencing, which did not seem authentic. Clearly the focus was on a
more "theatrical" form of fencing.

The end of the play was
superbly done. The audience truly
had a sense of the tragedy of the
play. Many audience members
cried, despite the fact that they
knew how it would end. This is the
mark of a fantastic performance
The performance given by
The Acting Company Sunday night
was a memorable one. Those that
were unable to see it really missed
out. It is events like this one that
make the students happy to have
such an exquisite art center. The
Playhouse or Gonzaga Auditorium
just would not have done the trick.

NEW ENGLAND FEST
CAMPUS CENTER PATIO
SEPTEMBER 28th

3:30-10:00

Some events include...
•Carnival Booths
•High Striker
•Hay Rides

•Dunking Booth
«New England Style Dance
•Petting Zoo

•Concert by Grand Design
Sponsored by IRHG
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University Drama
Organization
Announces Schedule
The Department of Fine Arts and FAIDRA (Fairfield University Dramatics Society) are pleased to announce their 1990-91 theatrical season which will feature a classic murder mystery, a medieval
church drama adapted for the contemporary stage, a Moliere comedy,
and new student work.
The opening production is Agatha Christie's "The Mousetrap,"
which is the longest running play in theatre history (it opened in
London in 1952 and is still going strong!). David Halliwell will direct
this classic mystery which premieres in the black box October 18 with
additional performances October 19-20 and 26-27.
In celebration of the Ignatian year, Dr. Marti LoMonaco will
direct "The Nativity - A Medieval Christmas Play," part one of Tony
Harrison's acclaimed adaptation of the medieval mystery plays (church
dramas) for the National Theatre in London. Students will have a once
in a lifetime opportunity to portray such roles as God, Satan, Adam,
Eve, Noah, and three wise men (or women!). Performances are in the
black box November 30 and December 1 and 6-8.
The first production for the new year will be an all-student show
- written, directed, produced, designed, and performed by students in
the black box. Anyone who has an original script or an idea for one
should contact Dr. Marti LoMonaco (Canisius 319, x2435) as soon
possible. Performances are February 14-16 and 21-23.
Finally, the season will wrap up with Moliere's hilarious comedy of religious hypocrisy "Tartuffe." This production, directed by
Glenna Ross, will be the culmination of a special course in period
acting technique offered spring semester by Ms. Ross. Performances
are April 25-27 on the main stage.
All performances will be held at the Regina A. Quick Center for
the Arts. Call or stop in at the box office for tickets. Student prices
have been dropped this year and are a bargain at $3.00; general
admission is $8.00 (tickets for the senior citizens are also $3.00).
Auditions for all of these productions are open to the entire
University community. Also, there is a great need for all kinds of
behind-the-scenes workers including set builders and painters, people
to assist with costuming and make-up, a publicity crew, and ushers.
Watch for announcements posted on campus or see Dr. LoMonaco to
sign-up and for additional information.
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These Are The Voyages...
Edward Hines, Jr.
Features Editor
Captain's Log: I almost
wanted to call "The Best of Both
Worlds," written by Michael Piller,
a Jean-Luc Picard episode. The
title itself refers to his abduction
by the Borg and "incorporation"
into their society. A closer look,
however, reveals that Will Riker is
the one in the spotlight.
Will faces many problems at
once. He has passed up yet another
commission to command a
starship, but Jean-Luc entreats him
to take an objective look at his
career. Will has worked hard and
sacrificed much to be where he is,
all in the hope of someday earning
his own command. Now that opportunity is knocking - for the
second time - he balks.
Deanna feels Will is much
more comfortable with himself and
happier aboard Enterprise. Will
feels he may be too comfortable,

lacking the "hot-shot" drive to gical implants into one of the
move upward and onward.
menacing cyborgs.
The presence of Lt. Cdr.
With jaw set but a hint of
Shelby on board, who is herself a regret in his voice, Will gives the
"hot-shot" tactics officer, is no order to "Fire."
sweet reminder to Will. Shelby
Supplemental: Jean-Luc's
openly guns for Will's job, dis- tour of Enterprise on the eve of
playing tireless initiative. At one battle foreshadows his fate in the
point she accuses him "You're in cliffhanger. He compares himself
my way," and with bitter invective with Adm. Nelson, who toured his
denounces him as someone who own ship before Trafalgar. Guiwill always play it safe, stand in nan is confused, for she undersomeone else's shadow, and pass stood the tradition as occurring
up command after command. "If before a hopeless battle. She also
you can't make the big decisions," reminds him that Nelson never
she taunts, "then I suggest you returned from Trafalgar, even
make room for someone who can." though the battle was won.
Will proves Shelby wrong at
Guinan speaks from experithe moment of the cliffhanger when ence when she assures him this
he makes what probably is the most "isn't the end for humanity. Even
difficult decision of his life. Enter- if Earth should be destroyed by the
prise's chance to destroy the Borg Borg, humanity will prevail by its
ship comes while Jean-Luc is spirit.
imprisoned there, having been
And the adventure contingrotesquely transformed with sur- ues...

Announcement
The Round Hill Chamber
Players will present their opening
concert of the 1990-1991 season
on Sunday afternoon, September
30, at 3:00 p.m. at the Regina A.
Quick Center for the Arts.
The concert includes
Chopin's Polonaise for Cello and
Piano, the lush and powerful
"Dumky" Piano Trio of Anton
Dvorak, and the moving "Gypsy
Songs" of Dvorak.
Tickets are $15, $12 and
$10. For further information and
reservations, call the Quick Center
Box Office at 254-4010.

Happenings (continued)
Sincerely,
Brian P. Dunleavy
This issue probably does not mean as much to some as it does to
me. But I think it should. I urge you to read "Black II Black" and the
other articles in October's Spin (their are also articles from playright
August Wilson, Spike Lee and Living Colour's Vernon Ried). Maybe
you won't feel compelled to send a letter, but we can all learn
something.
Also, you should try to really listen to Public Enemy's music.
They have a lot to say, and what they say is important to everyone.
Even if you don't like rap music, everyone should listen for the words.
Maybe Chuck D.' s ideas will be as thought-provoking for you as
they have been for me.
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EAT-IN OR
TAKE-OUT

TAKE OUT ORDERS CALL 335-8228

Cannot Be Combined
With Other Oilers
WITH COUPON ONLY
EXPIRES 11 30 90

• OUTSIDE PATIO •

EVERY MONDAY
ALL THE BEEF TACOS YOU CAN EAT

jnnot Ri- Combined
With Other Otters
VITH COUPON ONf
EXPIRES 11 30 90

-

WE CATER TO ANY OCCASION
CALL 335-8228

SUN-THURS 11AM -10PM FRI & SAT 11AM - 11PM

TAKE A NACHO SUPERIOR PLATTER
TO YOUR FAVORITE PARTY
18" PLATTER-$11.50

$4.99
ENCHLA0A3

CHIMCHANOAS

Soft corn tortil** with chotce ot filling blended in • delicious mixture ol sour
cream, monterey jack cheese. Cheddar cheese, oirve*. onion*, tomato**
and cifandro.
Beef
.-» .
Chicken
Chesss
.'
Enchilada Dinner

Deep tried flour tortila tiled with piece* ot beet, retried been*, onion* and
che***. Topped with more cheese and served wit) lettuce end sour

TACOS

$1.49
$7.99
$4 99
$4.29
$1.75

FOOD ORDER
EAT-IN OR
TAKE-OUT

(Min $10)

3170 FAIRFIELD AVE., BLACK ROCK

Crispy con torttlla with ti. filling of your choice, lopped with lettuce,
cheddar oh*.*., onions, dives and our dstibous homemade sauce:
Baal, Chicken. Veggie
\li Doz Tacc*
Taco Special Monday
Tseo Dinner
Sod Teco

TACO
WITH ANY

ANY DINNER
FOR 2

$4.29
$4.29
$4.29
$4.79

cream.
Beef.... }

$3.49

Chicken
Chimichanga Dinner

$3.49
$4.79
SPECIALTIES

FAJITAS
Buffalo Wings- Smel
Char broiled marinated piece* of beet, pepper and onion* served in • flour
tortil* with lettuce and tomato**, cheese and sour cream.

TACO SALAD

Lettuce, tomato**, onion*, best and cheat* win our detcious salsa.
served in a Dour tortila basket topped with sour cream

B*»t
Chick*n
Shrimp

$3.99
$3.99
$4.49

nmmros
All Meat Burrito*-Chco*e meat ol your choice and add plenty ot cheese.
lettuce, tomato and *our cream Be*f. Chicken
Cam* Asada-Marinated chunk* ot tender beef served witfi our salsa
rancher*, lettuce, tomato**, cheese and sour cream
D* I* Casa-A soft flour tortil* with delicious shredded beet, retried bean*.
Cheddar cheese, onion*, ofive* and our own spedaf sauce
Burrito Dinn*r

Best

$2.99

Chicksn
Shrimp
Fajita Dinner

$2.99
$3.79
$4.79

$4 99
$11.50

ARROZ CON POLIO
$3 29
(Chicken & Rice) Our famous charbroiled chicken marinated witi fresh
apices served with our delicious Spanish rice. Garnished with trash
avocadoe*

$4.49

Hot Chili
Retried Beans
Spanish Rice
GuecamoJe
Sour Cream
Jalapenos
Sat»a»
Chip* 4 Sal*.
Chip* a Guecemoi*
Fri*»
Homemade Flan

TAKE OUT ORDERS - CALL 335-8228
■.

.

■•

$5.95

$4.49

$3.99
$2.99
$3.29

SIDES

$2.99

$3.29
$4.79

Mexican Pizza.
Calfcrnia Burger-6oz burger with lettuce, tomato, Bermuda onion and
avocado served with ties
Chli Cheese Dog
1 Coog topped with chili end cheese, served with trie*

NACHOS SUPERIOR
Our defedou* unset ted corn chips topped with * mix of monterey jack and
yellow Wisconsin Cheddar cheeses Served with retried been*, spiced
ground beef, black olives, scailions and jalapeno peppers.
Nacho* Superior
Large Nacho* Superior

$3.25

t-*9»

$1 99
$.99
$ 99
$1.49
$ 59
$ 69
$.59
$1 .gg
$2.49
$1.49
$1.50
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INTRODUCING THE BEST PIZZA VALUE ON CAMPUS!

Any size One
Topping Pizza
Tax Included

Now you can get any size cheese pizza
with one topping of your choice for just
$8.50 (tax included). Additional toppings available at regular price.

CALL US:

255-8823

You Get

1580 Post Rd.

Free 30 Minute Delivery
$3.00 Off if we're Late
100% Real Dairy Cheese
16" Large Pizza—"Larger
than Most!"
Open Late Night
Checks Accepted
50$ service charge will be
added to all checks
Must show School ID or
CT Drivers License
Must be an in-state Check

ANY SIZE ONE
TOPPING PIZZA
(tax
Included)

ANY SIZE ONE ANY SIZE ONE
TOPPING PIZZA TOPPING PIZZA

$050

8

(tax
Included'

(tax
Included)!

ANY SIZE ONE
TOPPING PIZZA
(tax
Included'

Additional Toppings
At Regular Price

Additional Toppings
At Regular Price

Additional Toppings
At Regular Price

Additional Toppings
At Regular Price

Valid only at our campus location.
Not valid withany other coupon or
offer. Expires November 22, 1990.
©1990 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Limited
delivery areas insure safe driving.
Our drivers are not penalized for late
deliveries. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Party order discounts
available

Valid only at our campus location.
Not valid withany other coupon or
offer. Expires November 22, 1990.
©1990 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Limited
delivery areas insure safe driving.
Our drivers are not penalized for late
deliveries. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Party order discounts
available

Valid only at our campus location.
Not valid withany other coupon or
offer. Expires November 22, 1990.
©1990 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Limited
delivery areas insure safe driving.
Our drivers are not penalized for late
deliveries. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Party order discounts
available

Valid only at our campus location.
Not valid withany other coupon or
offer. Expires November 22, 1990.
©1990 Domino's Pizza, Inc. Limited
delivery areas insure safe driving.
Our drivers are not penalized for late
deliveries. Our drivers carry less
than $20.00. Party order discounts
available

©1989 Domino's Pizza, Inc.
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Pigskin Predictions
Welcome to Football picks. Every week I will make my football picks for the week and will go up against
one or two fellow students. After five weeks the team that has defeated me by the.greatest margin will win a
large pizza from Domino's Pizza.
Last week's contestants were Phil Neugebauer
and Mike Plansky. Bold print indicates correct
predictions.
Earl's Picks:

Phil and Mike's picks:

Dolphins over the Giants
Packers over Chiefs
Oilers over Colts
Vikings over Bears
Browns over Chargers
Saints over Cardinals
Redskins over Cowboys
Bengals over Patriots
Eagles over Rams
Broncos over Seahawks
49ers over Falcons
Raiders over Steelers
Lions over Buccaneers
Jets over Bills
Week 1 record (8-6)
Overall record (8-6)

Giants over Dolphins
Packers over Chief
Oilers over Colts
Vikings over Bears
Browns over Chargers
Cardinals over Saints
Cowboys over Redskins
Bengals over Pats
Rams over Eagles
Seahawks over Broncos
49ers over Falcons
Raiders over Steelers
Lions over Buccaneers
Jets over Bills
Week 1 record (5-9)
Difference -3 games

Week 2
This week, seniors John Paul Robinson and
Greg Hindy are the guest forecasters for this week.

Mike Plansky and Phil Neugebauer

Earl's picks:
John and Greg's picks:
Giants over Cowboys
Giants over Cowboys
Bills over Broncos
Broncos over Bills
Eagles over Colts
Eagles over Colts
Dolphins over Steelers
Dolphins over Steelers
Buccaneers over Vikings Vikings over Buccaneers
Raiders over Bears
Bears over Raiders
Browns over Chiefs
Chiefs over Browns
Oilers over Chargers
Chargers over Oilers
Jets over Pats
Jets over Pats
Redskins over Cardinals
Redskins over Cardinals
Bengals over Seahawks
Bengals over Seahawks
John Paul Robinson and Greg Hindy

YOU'RE KIDDING!
$20FFASUPERCUT?
CUTITOUT!

I
I

I
I
I

I
I

$2 OFF
SUPBtCUTS

*

FAIRFIELD
1202Kings Highway Culolf
(in the Circle Plaza)
M F 9 9, Sal. 9 6, Sun. 10-3
2550608

I
I
I

Not valid with any other offer. Offer expires Oct. 4, 1990

CrPfl

MIKE'S PIZZA

XH h

"Home of the Turnover Pizza"
$1.00 OFF FOR OCTOBER
1560. POST ROAD
MON-SAT 10-10

225-2292

The College Consortium lor International
Studies is composed ol 170 American Colleges
and Universities. About 1400 students participated in CCIS programs in 1989-1990.

STUDY IN IRELAND
Spring 1991

Minimum order $5.00, must presented coupon.
St. Patrick's College
Maynooth, Ireland

Take the University Shuttle to ...

University of Limerick
Limerick, Ireland

• Liberal Arts Program
• 30 Student Maximum
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

• Business Program Option
• International Student Village
• 3.0 G.P.A. Required

Gold's
Deli
Restaurant

Mon-Sat
7am-6pm

&

Gormet

•

■

Sun
8am-4pm

10% Off With Student ID
873 Post Road • Fairfield Shoping Center / 259-2233

SPONSORING COLLEGES
Keene State College, NH
Mohegan Community College
CCIS
Suite 203B
301 Oxlord Valley Rd.
Yardley. PA 19067
(215) 493-4224

Other CCIS Programs: Italy, England, Scotland, Sweden,
Germany, Portugal, Greece, Israel, Spain, France, Mexico,
Ecuador, Colombia, China, Switzerland.
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Sports Profile
Red Ruggers lose in Her
lover for it
rain against Columbia brought her back
Mikey Ray Byrne
Contributing Writer

play.

On a rainy Saturday afternoon the Fairfield Red Ruggers
took on the Lions of Columbia
University. The A side took the
field first in weather conditions
not unlike a monsoon and found it
difficult to score as they lost 12-0.
Columbia scored first on a
questionable try. Fairfield then
took over, but could not punch the
ball in due to the inclement weather
amd were, severely limiting because of their dry weather style of

The absence of the scheduled referee left the team flat as
they had to wait 1 1/2 hours for a
suitable replacement.
A manhole cover located in
the try zone also impeded the ability of the Red Ruggers offensive
attack.
Fairfield dominated the
entire game but could not put together the right combination to get
the ball into the try zone.
When asked about senior A
side flanker Tim Raeke' s play, John
Keany and Neal Griffin both agreed

that, "Tim was an unstoppable
force, on and off the field. "
The killer Bs had better luck.
Fortunately for them the clouds
parted and sunshine radiated the
field, drying both the ball and the
field.
In a spectacular play, Steve
Harris burst through the line on
route to an 80 yard run in which he
broke four tackles. During the run
Dom Smith commented, "Man,
that guy is skinny and fast."
That was all the scoring the
Bs needed as they rolled over
Columbia.

to field hockey

Stag-9 splits with L.I.U.
(Continued from p. 16)
Garcia set the stage once again for
Fran Maurais with an infield single.
He then stole second and continued to third on an errant throw that
skipped a few feet behind the short.
One out away from extra
innings, Maurais hit a ground ball
to second that was bobbled. He
hustled to first in time to beat the
throw and Garcia crossed home
plate. Scott Larkin picked up his
first victory for the Stags.
L.I.U. 4, Fairfield 2
Both the Stag and Blackbird bats seemed to be cooled off
by the chilly autumn breeze as the
two teams combined for just 12
hits and 6 runs over 9 innings of
play. The Stags produced the lesser
of the output, managing just 2 runs
on 3 hits. Keith McCall, Ed Kier-

Brian McDevitt tosses his heater
in the second game.
nan and John Mitchell each provided a hit, but it was to no avail.
The Stags scored their 2 runs
in the fifth inning without the aid
of a hit.
Trailing 2-0, the Stags
manufactured a run without getting a hit. Jeff Fiondella led off the

inning with a walk and Fran Maurais was hit by a pitch. An error on
Keith McCall's sacrifice bunt left
the Stags with the bases loaded and
none out. Lou Garcia walked, allowing Fiondella to score the first
run. Ed Kieman knocked in the
Stag's other run with a fielders
choice, but that was all the Stags
could manage.
On the mound, Bill Micciulli gave his second impressive
performance, allowing 2 runs on 6
hits over 5 innings. Brian McDevitt
came on in the sixth inning and
rolled along until the ninth inning.
He allowed a lead off walk, and an
error by Lou Garcia on a sacrifice
bunt put runners on first and second with none out. McDevitt got
the next two batters, but the following L.I.U. batter doubled in the
two baserunners for the final tally.

Lady spikers drop 3-1
decision to Army
Amy Kolenik
Contributing Writer
In a match that was much
tighter than the score revealed, the
women's volleyball team lost to
the United States Military Academy at West Point 3-1 last Tuesday.
After being defeated in the
first game of the set 15-5, the Lady
Stags came out on fire.
They started off the second
game leading 6-0 with excellent
serving by Renee O'Neill. Good

teamwork gave Fairfield a 15-8
win and evened the set to a game
apiece.
The Lady Stags fought
equally hard for the next two games,
but decisive blocks and powerful
kills gave Army the edge they
needed to capture the match.
Major contributors to the
game included O'Neill who had
four aces and eighteen assists and
sophomore Stephanie Reilly who
had eleven kills.
. Despite the overall defeat,
Coach Ametha Eaddy was very

pleased with the team's performance. She said that the team "played
great", making the necessary adjustments for the losses of two of
their key players, Lili Donadio and
Janine Mees due to injuries this
past weekend.
She also said the girls really
came together and played up to
their potintial. But most of all,
Ametha was happy with the fact
that "we let them know we were
some real competition out there
and that we're not quitters - we'll
never give up!"

Tom Maguire
Sports Editor
Being a field hockey goalie
is like product-testing a bulletproof vest. Fairfield University
women's field hockey goalie Pam
Murphy chuckled at the metaphor. "You don't get pounded as
much as you might think, but you
do take a beating. I don't mind it
because I love the game."
Pam played softball and field
hockey forCopiague High School
Fairfield women's field hockey
in her hometown. In high school
goalie Pam Murphy
she always wanted to play the
field, but ended up in goal. "It's much easier to play the field," Pam
said. "We had a bad team in high school and I felt my talent was a little
wasted. I wanted to help the team on the field not just in the cage. I did
win a few awards though."
She added the last part as information and not gloating. She loves
the game so much, it seems that she sometimes confuses the two.
When she came to Fairfield she felt that she wanted to concentrate
on field hockey because she felt that she could excel the most and loved
the game. But when she came, she sat. Pam started in two games and
played some garbage-time in others. She felt she was being wasted just
as in high school. Pam's mood changed. Her giggle stopped, but her
smile still glowed.
"I still went out to practice everyday, but sophomore year, I just
couldn't keep up with my schoolwork and field hockey." Pam had
three labs in the afternoon as a biology major, and she quickly found
it difficult to continue both.
"I took the year off to concentrate on my studies, and I missed the
game because I still loved it." Pam didn't even get to watch any games,
and only heard about them second-hand. She said it felt weird about
quitting the team. "It's not something I normally do." She's not lying
here.
Last semester she heard the athletic office had changed coaches
and the glimmer had returned to her eyes. She knew that her academic
workload would diminish. She felt she could make a new beginning.
"There were very nice people on the team that I missed," she said.
"I still had some free time left from all those classes and I missed the
involvement that I had found freshman year." Pam said that she was
scared when she came back to the team. It was almost like she was
starting to play the game again as in high school, but she felt happy to
be back playing and her smile proved it.
"She really loves the sports," head coach Anita D'Ascenzo said.
"She is very dedicated."
"And I wanted to leave Fairfield with an accomplishment. Something to remember." Pam doesn't lean her head back and dream. She's
thinking about other things: her homework and maybe her next practice.

Gameroom Tournaments
9-Ball Pool tournament
October 9-12th
Registration Deadline
October 2nd.

Video Game Tournament
Specific Game TBA
November 5-9th
Registration Deadline
October 29th.

. .DVOCATE

B^E S T

mm*

READERS POLL

19 8 9
FIRST PLACE

VIDEO
STORE
1988 & 1989

8-Ball Christmans
Tournament
December 3-7th
Registration Deadline
November 2nd.

WE SPECIALIZE IN VHS * NINTENDO RENTALS
FAIRFIELD

254-1107

1757 POST ROAD EAST • WESTPORT. CT
I (WESTFAB CEKTER ACROSS FROM AMES PEPT. STORE)

TWO
GREAT
LOCATIONS

Backagammon Tournament
October 22-26th
Registration Deadline
October 15th.

FAIRFELD

259-6522
913 POST ROAD • FAHflELD, CT
(NEXT TO GRAND UNION)

CATCH THE EXCITEMENT! I
AT VIDEO SOURCE WITH OVER 10.000 VHS MOVIES TO CHOOSE FROM
A large selection of: Classic Movies • Balets • Children's • Musicals • Operas • Foreign
How-to« Music Videos
PLUS THE HITS AND PLENTY OF THEM!!
VCR & CAMERA RENTALS • OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK • MAJOR CREDIT CARDS ACCEPTED

VHS

For any further information
please contact the Campus
Center gameroom at 2542673.

Largest Library of information in U.S.
all subjects
Order Catalog Today with Visa/MC or COD

133^800-351-0222
llMly
in Calif (2131477-8226
Or, rush $2.00 to: Research Information
11322 Idaho Ave. #206-A. Los Angeles, CA 90025

This Week: Earl's Football picks
against other Fairfield students.
Sports Profile: Pam Murphy Lady
Stags field hockey goalie.

SFOKIS

Stag kickers break out
Offense scores ten goals in two victories as
McElderry and Logio get hat tricks
Tom Maguire
Sports Editor
For the Fairfield men's soccer team, the first seven games of
the season were as dreary as the
weather last Saturday afternoon.
The Stag kickers had not scored in
seven outings and the handful of
fans who bore the steady rainfall
were looking for a glimmer of hope.
The Stags found the confidence and the net for the first time
this season as they cruised to a 60 victory over Niagara.
Sophomores Jim McElderry
and Tom Logio scored their first
hat tricks of their Fairfield careers.
Freshman goalie John Collins
posted his first shutout of the season.
"If we play our game we are
tough to beat," head coach Dejan
Cokicsaid. "We were just missing
some confidence," McElderry said.
"After we scored the first goal [of
the season], we felt good."
Twenty minutes into the first
half, McElderry took a drop pass
from Logio and toed a 35-yarder
into the upper left corner as the
Stags took a 1-0 leacL — "■
—
The Stags increased their lead
to 2-0 when McElderry made a
nice one-on-one move in the goalie
box and beat Niagara goalie, Paul
Gladwin, to the top left corner of
the net.

Early in the second half,
McElderry had two great chances
to pick up his third goal, but it was
not until ten minutes into the second half that he scored on another
assist from Logio.
Niagara's defense slipped
continuously in the second half
and the Stag offense turned the
game into a rout. Logio scored
twice in two minutes—one on a
penalty shot and the other on a
two-on-none breakaway—and the
Stags extended their lead to 5-0.
Logio scored his hat trick with 15
minutes left in the game as the Stag
kickers came out of their shell with
an offensive explosion.
Fairfield 4, Canisius 0
With the Stags confidence
boiling over after Saturday' s blowout, the soccer team scored two
early goals and continued the offensive push with a victory over
Canisius. For the first time in a
long time, the Stag kickers were
loose and the Golden Griffins were
under pressure for most of the
game.
Darren Feeney scored twice
and assisted on another goal as the
victory gave the Stags a 2-1 record
in the MAAC conference. The
Stags played mistake free for most
of the game as Collins posted his
second shutout in as many games.
"It's the first time in a long

time that I've felt this way playing
soccer," senior captain Mickey
Scheffer said. "I thought it was
having the alumni around, but
winning really helps."
Feeney set up the first goal as
his corner sailed into the goalie
box and was booted through by
senior Chris Dolan. Feeney then
scored 15 minutes later as he stole
a drop pass to the Canisius goalie
and deposited it in the net for a 20 Stag lead.
Early in the second half, the
Stags started out sluggish and did
not control the ball as they had
done most of the weekend. But
Feeney came up big again—as he
had done most of the weekend—
and went in on a breakaway around
the seventy minute-mark. After his
first shot was deflected by the
Canisius goalie, Feeney drilled the
rebound into the back of the net for
his second goal of the game.
Senior Jack DiNicola ended
the Stag offensive as he headed in
a shot by McElderry that hit the
crossbar with about five minutes •
left to play.
Goalkeeper Collins was tested
four or five times and made a dandy
save on an indirect kick inside the
goal area. The Stag defense anchored around junior Tom Graziano, sophomore Jay Weinkam,
and freshman Tom Petersen kept
Collins bored for most of the game.

Stag-9 pitching staff
provides solid outings
Tom O'Reilly
Assistant Sports Editor
Mike Donahue
Contributing Writer
The Stags went 1-2 this
week, leaving their fall mark at 43. Saturday's doubleheader was
canceled due to the rain. Senior
John Mitchell said that the Stags
offense didn't do its job this week.
"We got some very good pitching,
but didn't have enough key hits."
Housatonic C.C. 5, Fairfield 1
This result might seem surprising, but it was due mostly to
the fact that Coach Slosar only
used his inexperienced players. In
this way, it was a good opportunity
for Coach Slosar to give the
younger players a chance to show
themselves.
Fairfield 2, L.I.U. 1
In the first game of the twin
bill Sunday against Long Island
University, Fairfield earned a hard
fought 2-1 victory. Behind a
combined 4 hitter by starter Chris
Roberge (1-0) and the side-armed
right—hander Scott Larkin (1-0),
fhe Stags improved their record to
4-1.
The only problems occurred
in the fifth inning.
Following a lead off double

C Next Week: Fairfield Profile oV\
Stag kicker Jim McElderry.
Inside report on Stag-9 pitching
ace Steve Becker in
The Earl of Sports.
2.
k

The
Earl
of Sports
As, if, when Darryl goes,
so go the Mets
Tom Maguire
Sports Editor
If Darryl Strawberry hits a home run, do the Mets win? Probably. If Darryl strikes out three times against a lefty, do the Mets lose?
Probably. As Darryl goes, so go the Mets.
Like so many Mets fans—even though I am not one of you—I
would not like to see Strawberry in Dodger blue. But would I pay him
$5 million a year. Hell No.
Strawberry hasn't hit a cut off man since the All-Star break. He
doesn't hit for average—save the two months of the year (this year
July and September)—and he doesn't steal as many bases as he could.
Andre Dawson. on two bad knees has more stolen bases than Straw
has.
But while the man is not the team leader that Keith Hernandez
and Gary Carter were, Strawberry is the heart and soul of the team.
Getting rid of him would be like getting Don Mattingly out of Yankee
pinstripes.
He shouldn't get five million a year, but he should get about 4.5
million a year. And if the Mets don't sing Strawberry, then don't you
think that some owner that has been starving for a winning team would
shell out five million a year for Strawberry to come and play? Of
course Gene Autry would.
So when you go to Shea to watch the Mets don't boo Darryl
because he swung at a curveball that even Juan Samuel wouldn't
offer at. Just know that wherever Darryl goes, so go the Mets.
Can someone please tell me what the luck of the Irish is? Is it a
famine which kills off some of the population? Is it British control of
you island? Is it a bloody history filled with bombings and bloodshed?
No. It's two lucky plays in the past two weeks that have kept the
Irish number one. Last Saturday's was the worst. It almost looked like
the Michigan State player was trying to throw the game when the ball
hit him in the numbers, bounced off his chest and landed in the hand
of the Notre Dame wide receiver.
Who is controlling this thing anyway? I don't know because
Father Tom Regan has not got up to that part in Philosophy, but
whoever it is, sure has a sense of humor. In the first week of the college
football season, BYU beat Miami—or the Christians beat the criminals.
How do the Irish do it? Well if you had millions of Catholics and
millions of Irish descendents in this country praying for Notre Dame
to win, would that be a big enough movement to make the big playmaker in the sky change fate? I guess we'll find out on October 20th.
Two weeks ago I said that no team has ever changed managers
during a season and ever gone on to win a pennant. What I meant to
say was that no team has ever fired a manager during the season and
won a pennant. In 1978 the New York Yankees won the World Series
and during that season Billy Martin resigned after the Reggie
Jackson incident and Bob Lemon took overthe team.
For those of you who haven't noticed, the Stag kickers finally
scored and they did it big. Head Coach Dejan Cokic finally found out
what really helps this team: confidence. After the Stags scored their
first goal and found out how easy it was, they felt they could do this
all the time. Hopefully they will.

Line Drive: Sophomore Kevin Welch lines out to second
base in the second inning.
Photo: Jen Sutton
that Keith McCall had trouble with
in center, and a single through the
middle, Roberge bore down and
allowed just one run on a fielder's
choice hit too weakly to short for a
play at the plate.
The Stag—9 wasted no time
in rewarding Roberge's efforts. In
the bottom of the fifth with Rob
Banasiak and Joe Greiner on first
and second due to walks, Lou
Garcia ripped a one-out single. The

bases were full for Fran Maurais
and with a two strike count, he
lifted one to right field. Banasiak
scored on the sacrifice fly and the
game was knotted at one.
Scott Larkin relieved
Roberge before the seventh begun
and promptly retired the L.I. U.
Blackbirds in order.
In the last of the seventh,

(Please See Stag-9, p. 14)

The Giants should go 8-2 until they hit the difficult part of the
schedule: at Philadelphia, at San Francisco on Monday Night, and
home against Minnesota and Buffalo. If they go 2-2 through that
stretch, they should win the division.
On ESPN's NFL Gameday, the best hour on television in my
opinion, Fred Eddelstein gave this report:
A phone conversation last week happened between Eagles holdout tight end Keith Jackson and owner Norman Braman before
Jackson came back to the team. Jackson asked for his contract renegotiated and Braman said no. Jackson asked to be traded and again
Braman said no. Jackson then said he would never play for Philly
again and Braman landed this doosie.
"As long as I own you, you will play in Philly."
Now can you imagine what will happen at training camp next
year when Jerome Brown, Clyde Simmons and Mike Pitts try to renegotiate their contract? The Giants will love this.

